InTRoduCTIon
Tropical cyclone (TC) track forecast skill has steadily improved (Rogers et al. 2006; Rappaport et al. 2009 ), thanks to a number of factors, including increased model resolution (e.g., Miyoshi et al. 2010) , improved physical parameterizations and ensemble forecasting strategies (e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1997; Goerss 2000; Srinivas et al. 2007; Fovell and Boucher 2009) , and the availability of high-quality satellitederived information, especially over the data-sparse ocean (e.g., Leslie et al. 1998) . Enhanced initialization techniques, including data assimilation (e.g., Zou and Xiao 2000; Torn 2010 ) and TC bogussing (e.g., Kurihara et al. 1990; Lord 1991; Leslie and Holland 1995) have resulted in crucial advances. According to Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) official data, the 24 h position error for western North Pacific Ocean TCs, however, was still about 110 km in 2008 (Heming and Goerss 2010) , which is large relative to population density variations in many coastal areas (cf. Fovell and Su 2007) . Typhoon Morakot (2009) is an excellent illustration of the importance of properly anticipating storm speed and direction, as those factors strongly influenced the resulting topographic impact, moisture advection and rainfall rates. While TC intensity prognoses are by far the more perplexing problem, skillful intensity prediction remains to be of limited usefulness without accurate forecasts of TC motion, which is why track forecast improvement has been such a high priority (Chan 2010) .
TC motion reflects a combination of environmental steering and self-propulsion owing to the "beta effect" (Holland 1983; Chan and Williams 1987) , the latter reflecting the differential planetary vorticity advection by the TC's own circulation. This establishes asymmetric gyres that impart a "ventilation flow" across the vortex (Fiorino and Elsberry 1989a) , producing northwestward motion in the Northern Hemisphere. This effect emerged in observational studies as a deviation between the TC motion and environmental steering vectors (Chan and Gray 1982; Holland 1984; Carr and Elsberry 1990) . Its magnitude is about 1 -3 m s -1 , although sensitivities to translation direction and speed, latitude and intensity have been reported (e.g., Chan and Gray 1982; Holland 1984) .
Previous research has demonstrated that while skillful motion prediction is possible without detailed knowledge of the wind structure near the storm center (Holland 1983 (Holland , 1984 DeMaria 1985 DeMaria , 1987 Chan and Williams 1987) , even small variations of several meters per second in the outer wind field have been shown to significantly alter TC direction and speed (Holland 1983; Chan and Williams 1987; Fiorino and Elsberry 1989a, b; ). This is partly due to the fact that the symmetric component of the tangential winds in the 300 ≤ R ≤ 800 km annulus (where R = radius) determines the beta gyres' magnitude and orientation (Fiorino and Elsberry 1989a; Smith et al. 1990 ). As a result, anything that influences the extent of a storm can also affect the track. In model simulations, this can include the initial TC size (e.g., Emanuel 1986; Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Bender et al. 1993; Leroux 2010; Xu and Wang 2010) , environmental factors such as relative humidity (Hill and Lackmann 2009b; Wang 2009 ) and large-scale flow patterns (Liu and Chan 2002; Kimball 2006) , and model physical parameterizations including cloud microphysics and cloud-radiative feedback (Fovell and Su 2007; Fovell et al. , 2010 . Asymmetries in convective heating, responding at least in part to the beta effect, can also significantly modulate motion (Wu and Wang 2000; Fovell et al. 2010) .
The natural variation of the extent of a storm is quite large based upon influences such as the season, basin, environmental pressure, latitude and even time of the day (cf. Xu and Wang 2010) . Merrill (1984) showed that the mean radius of the outermost closed isobar of Atlantic hurricanes tended to be smaller than their western North Pacific (WNP) counterparts (being 3.0° vs. 4.4° latitude). The average radius of maximum wind (R m ) in Atlantic and eastern Pacific hurricanes is roughly 45 -55 km, with a reasonable range of 10 -110 km (Shea and Gray 1973; Hsu and Yan 1998; Kimball and Mulekar 2004; Willoughby and Rahn 2004; Mallen et al. 2005; Vickery and Wadhera 2008) . Data are more limited for WNP typhoons as routine reconnaissance flights there were terminated after September 1987, although Weatherford and Gray (1988a, b) reported that the mean WNP TC eye inner radar radius (IRR) for these storms is around 20 km, with a large variation spanning 4 -111 km. Shea and Gray (1973, their Fig. 17) showed that the hurricane R m is typically located about 10 -12 km outward from the IRR. Initial size matters because Cocks and Gray (2002) demonstrated that, in contrast to medium and large typhoons, initially small WNP TCs tended to remain small during their life spans, a result that has been attributed to a positive feedback mechanism (Xu and Wang 2010) .
A variety of parametric representations for TC outer wind structure have been proposed that are useful for analyzing wind observations as well as constructing bogus vortices for numerical models (Kepert 2010) . The commonly employed modified Rankine (MR) profile is often specified as
where V is the tangential wind with maximum value V m at R = R m , and α is the wind profile decay factor (Depperman 1947; Hughes 1952; Anthes 1982) . For a pure Rankine vortex, α = 1, but smaller values are usually obtained owing to significant frictional loss of angular momentum (Holland 1985) , yielding a theoretical or expected value of 0.5 (cf. Riehl 1963; Emanuel 1986 ). Larger α implies more sharply diminishing winds with increasing radius, and fits to observations have commonly resulted in values in the 1/3 -2/3 range for both Atlantic and Pacific TCs (e.g., Hughes 1952; Riehl 1954 Riehl , 1963 Shea and Gray 1973; Shapiro and Willoughby 1982; Merrill 1984; Willoughby 1990; Reasor et al. 2004; Mallen et al. 2005 ). In particular, Mallen et al.'s (2005) survey of Atlantic and east Pacific hurricanes yielded a mean α of 0.48 for major hurricanes (V m > 50 m s -1 ) and progressively smaller values for minimal hurricanes (α = 0.35) and prehurricane (α = 0.31) storms.
Issues raised concerning the MR function include its tendency to specify overly strong outer winds (e.g., Holland 1980; Goerss and Jeffries 1994) , resulting in a poor fit to more than "a short length of observed profiles" (Leslie and Holland 1995) . Indeed, Mallen et al. (2005) restricted their MR fits to the interval 1 ≤ R/R m ≤ 3, so their comprehensive analyses may not apply to the outer region(s) of particular interest here. Data beyond 150 km, roughly triple the usual R m , are typically more sparse (cf. Jorgensen 1984; Willoughby and Rahn 2004) .
Two widely used alternatives were presented by Holland (1980) and DeMaria (1987) . The Holland (1980) , or H80, function represents an improved version of Schloemer's (1954) radial surface pressure profile and is given by
where b is an empirically determined parameter that adjusts the profile shape. It is the most extensively used profile (Kepert 2010) , although among its limitations is a tendency to decrease winds too quickly for R/R m ≥ ~2 -3 (Willoughby and Rahn 2004). The DeMaria (1987) formula adopted here is
In many applications, parameters c and d have been constrained to be equal (Chan and Williams 1987; DeMaria 1987; Fiorino and Elsberry 1989a; Hill and Lackmann 2009b) or d has been given a fixed value, such as unity (e.g., Smith 1993; Leslie and Holland 1995; Holland et al. 2010; Qiu et al. 2010) . Other profiles also exist (e.g., Fujita 1952; Smith et al. 1990; Emanuel 2004; Willoughby et al. 2006) , including a recently revised version of H80 (Holland et al. 2010 ). This study extends our previous work (Fovell and Su 2007; Wong 2008; Fovell et al. , 2010 on the influence of model physics, especially cloud microphysics and cloudradiative feedback, on TC structure and track. Again, simulations using an aquaplanet version of the real-data Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model are employed, but with a focus on examining how the initial condition influences the subsequent storm evolution. In our past simulations, a TC was established indirectly via a buoyancy perturbation, and this approach is compared to initialization via bogussed vortices crafted with a variety of shapes and sizes. For this preliminary study, artificial vortices based on the MR profile are employed and emphasis is placed on relatively coarse resolutions. Previous research has suggested that track sensitivity to the initial vortex characteristics and model resolution is significant, as vortex structure can be affected (e.g., Elsberry 1995; Leslie and Holland 1995; Miyoshi el al. 2010) .
Thus, the present concern is with how strongly the initial conditions influence the subsequent motion and structure of model TCs for fixed model physics. This is a preliminary investigation that may raise more questions than it answers, but represents an initial step towards understanding what might be a key factor behind position forecast errors in operational models employed in TC track forecasting.
Model And exPeRIMenTAl deSIgn
Our aquaplanet WRF model is based on the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) real-data core, initialized with a modified version of the Jordan (1958) hurricane season sounding (cf. Fovell et al. 2010 ) and a fixed (29°C) seasurface temperature. The original intent was to simulate tropical cyclones under simplified and controllable conditions within the same dynamical framework successfully employed with real data for operational and research purposes (e.g., Davis et al. 2008) , especially with respect to model physics. For this study, several modifications have been made to this "real-ideal" hybrid originally inspired by Hill and Lackmann (2009a) . Still employed are the commonly adopted YSU boundary layer parameterization and RRTM radiation scheme in their default configurations are used here; however, the model is now based on WRF-ARW v. 3.2 and currently utilizes a Lambert projection along with 51 vertical levels beneath the 10 hPa model top.
In our previous studies, TCs were "bred" from a synoptic-scale buoyancy perturbation inserted into an initially calm and otherwise horizontally homogeneous environment with the aid of the Kain-Fritsch (cf. Kain 2004) convective parameterization (CP). With a favorable environment and an aggressive convective scheme, this "bubble" initialization can establish a coherent vortex of tropical storm intensity within about 24 -30 h. In the past, no cloud microphysical scheme was employed during this spin-up period. It is this vortex and concomitant environmental response that constituted the initial condition for Fovell and Su's (2007) and Fovell et al.'s (2009) examinations of microphysical influence on track and Fovell et al.'s (2010) assessment of the role of cloud-radiative feedback on storm structure and motion.
While it creates a thermodynamically and dynamically balanced circulation, the bubble initialization affords little control over the initial storm's intensity and structure. In this study, we also utilize the brute-force TC bogussing capability that was introduced with WRF version 3. This forges symmetric and genuinely vertically erect vortices with specified core size, coherent vertical structure and outer wind profiles, the latter based on the modified Rankine vortex (1). The benefit of bogussing is that the intensity and structure of the initial TC can be controlled, at some potential loss of realism, at least at the outset.
With regard to the artificial vortices, initial core size (through R m ) and outer wind structure (via the MR decay parameter, α) were varied. Primary emphasis is placed on an experiment utilizing a single, 5220 km square domain with 36 km horizontal resolution, but limited comparisons will be made to a much higher resolution experiment utilizing a 9 km grid enclosing a 3 km cyclone-tracking nest. The 9 and 3 km domains were also square with 4500 and 1506 km sides, respectively. All experiments examined herein utilize the Lin et al. (1983) microphysics scheme, which includes three forms of frozen water (free floating ice crystals, low density snow aggregates and graupel).
The following analysis will focus on the mature TC structure and motion and how it evolved, utilizing timeaveraged, vortex-following composites (cf. Fovell and Su 2007; ). The 36 km simulations were integrated for 60 hours, and one focus will be on the last 12 h or "final period" commencing at 48 h. After 60 h, problems at the lateral boundaries traced to spurious CP activity emerged, so subsequent time periods were ignored. The 3 km simulations were integrated for 72 h without lateral boundary issues becoming apparent, so their final period starts at hour 60. The Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization was active at all times in the coarse resolution runs, while at higher resolution it is used solely with the bubble initialization, and only during the first 24 h. In contrast with previous work, the microphysics scheme was employed from the initial time in all experiments.
ReSulTS
In the 36 km experiment, artificial vortices with original R m0 = 30, 70 and 110 km were considered (Tables 1  and 2 ). It is acknowledged that the first is too small relative to the grid while the last is rather large given the observations cited in the Introduction. Initial Rankine decay parameters of α 0 = 0.4 -0.7, inclusive, were examined, spanning the range reported in Mallen et al. (2005) for storms of at least hurricane strength. In all cases, the initial maximum intensity was set to be 30 m s -1 , but in practice the initial maximum wind speed, as well as the initial vortex size, varied somewhat with both R m0 and α 0 , which can be detected in the symmetric component of initial 850 hPa wind speed (Fig. 1) . The same V m0 was employed in the complementary 3 km experiment that examined α 0 = 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 and 0.9, with R m0 fixed at 40 km (Tables 2 and 3 ). In those simulations, the initial vortex was inserted into the 9 km parent grid, and then interpolated to the higher resolution nest. Maximum initial intensity still varied somewhat, but to a much smaller degree (Fig. 9a , presented later).
Model Storm Tracks and Translation Speeds
In both experiments, the beta drift imparted a generally northwestern motion on the model TCs ( Fig. 2 ; Table 2 ). Note the final forecasted positions vary enormously, far exceeding those appearing in the microphysics sensitivity experiments of Fovell et al. ( , 2010 . A portion of the position discrepancies reflects differences that emerged immediately after integration commenced, thereby representing initial condition sensitivity. These early-appearing deviations are extremely important as their effects are carried forward through the entire forecast. However, emphasis will also be placed on the final 12 h period, to extract that portion of the initial condition variation that survived to the storms' mature phase.
The artificially established vortices in the 36 km experiment quickly acquired a variety of translation speeds that, for the faster-moving TCs, peaked around 35 h before declining substantially during the second half of the simulation (Fig. 3a) . The initial motions reflected the magnitude of the originally supplied outer winds, which were greater for larger R m0 and smaller α 0 ( Fig. 1) . At the simulation midpoint, translation speeds varied between 2 and 7 m s -1 , spanning the range of the most common motion speeds in Corbosiero and Molinari's (2003) study, although it should be borne in mind that these idealized TCs had no truly independent environmental steering. By hour 60, however, speed variation among the bogussed model storms had become fairly small and more dependent on α 0 than R m0 (Fig. 4) . Assuming other factors being equal, smaller α 0 implies stronger winds at larger radii which, if maintained over the course of the fore- cast period, should result in larger differential advection of planetary vorticity and thus enhanced beta drift. Translation variation among their 3 km counterparts was also substantial and, in contrast, varied less with time during maturity (Fig. 3b) . The reasons for this are unclear, but it should be noted that these higher resolution simulations do not utilize a CP. Final speeds in this experiment were also sensitive to α 0 (Fig. 4) . As a result, the quickly established track divergence -reflecting speed more than directional differences (Table 2 ) -continued to increase. This illustrates a very substantial sensitivity to the initial condition for the purposes of track forecasting.
With translation speeds of 0.92 and 1.73 m s -1 (Table 2 ) during maturity, the bubble-initialized storms were by far the slowest moving TCs in either experiment (Fig. 3) . These speeds are comparable to those in the Fovell et al. ( , 2010 experiments that incorporated ice microphysics. Note that the bogussed storms translated on average about three times faster than the bubble-bred TC, moving at rates far more comparable to Fovell et al.'s (2009 Fovell et al.'s ( , 2010 "warm rain" cases that employed Kessler microphysics. The Kessler resolution-induced bias, the maximum wind strength during maturity developed a marked dependence on α 0 (Table 3) . The α 0 = 0.5 TC's final intensity at 850 hPa was 80 m s -1 , 33% stronger than the 60 m s -1 rather quickly attained by the case with the most rapidly decaying initial wind profile. With respect to near-surface (10 m above mean sea level) wind speeds (not shown), that is the difference between a major (Category 3) and a minor (between Categories 1 -2) hurricane on the Saffir-Simpson scale.
This suggests that improved initialization in the outer wind region might actually affect intensity forecasts, although the physical linkage between the two is not entirely clear and a more comprehensive experiment is needed. More certain is the fact that the environment could support stronger TCs than were initially provided. This suggests that initial vortex intensity should be reconsidered, particularly if skillful intensity prediction is the goal.
With respect to the radius of maximum wind, R m , the TCs rather swiftly evolved towards uniformity in the 36 km experiment (Fig. 5b) , with the relatively large (75 -110 km) final period sizes likely representing the influence of the coarse resolution and model physics, particularly the CP. In the 3 km experiment, in which the model storms were much better resolved and a convective parameterization was not used, all three bogussed vortices contracted considerably in the first few hours, after which they slowly expanded to recover their original 40 km R m0 by 72 h (Fig. 5d) . Experience with the bubble initialization suggests that the convective parameterization helps resist initial vortex contraction; it does not require grid-scale saturation for latent heat generation and the heating the CP generates is typically spread more widely. The bubble case in this experiment also evolved a 40 km R m by around 33 h, comparable to the initial and final R m values of the bogussed TCs, and maintained that size for the balance of the simulation. Expansion of the 3 km experiment to include other initial storm sizes is left for future work.
evolution of Vortex Radial Structure
This subsection examines the model storms' radial structure, as represented by the symmetric component of the 850 hPa tangential wind. This was computed at the initial time and in a vortex-following fashion for the final 12 h period as well as for six-hourly intervals in between.
near-Core Wind Structure
Although the outer region is the main focus of this study, examination of the inner core is needed for evaluation and calibration relative to Mallen et al.'s (2005) comprehensive survey of near-core TC wind profiles. Here, however, the near-core is defined as 1.5 ≤ R/R m ≤ 3.5 in the 3 km experiment, and 2 ≤ R/R m ≤ 4 in the coarser ensemble, TCs had appeared to be outliers in those previous studies. Even the fastest moving cyclones in these experiments had only moderate motions compared to observations (e.g., Shea and Gray 1973; Franklin et al. 1996; Corbosiero and Molinari 2003) , but it should again be recalled that there is no imposed large-scale steering here.
The bubble TCs took longer to organize and differences in the nature and length of the developmental period impede direct comparisons with the bogussed storms. That said, note in both experiments the bubble TCs had acquired their final translation speeds by about 24 h into the simulation (Fig. 3) . In other words, their slow mature phase motion characteristics were established by the conclusion of what was termed the spin-up period (and entirely neglected) in our previous work (e.g., Fovell et al. , 2010 . We specifically address the difference between bubble and bogussed TC translation speed in subsection (d), below.
Intensity and Size evolution
After initialization, the 36 km experiment's storms progressively strengthened (Fig. 5a) , an apparently common characteristic in idealized TC simulations (e.g., Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Bender et al. 1993; Frank and Ritchie 1999; Qiu et al. 2010; Xu and Wang 2010 , and many others). As the intensification rate was roughly similar among the storms, the final intensities were strongly dependent on initial strength, V m0 , and thereby carried forward the initial disadvantages exhibited particularly in the R m0 = 30 km TCs (Fig. 6 ) and the bubble case. The better resolved 3 km experiment's storms also exhibited temporal strengthening (Fig. 5c) , and while they started without a material to exclude the flatter segment near the R m that cannot be adequately treated by any intrinsically convex function. Emphasis is placed on the 3 km cases, for which this zone is far better resolved.
Initial and final fits of the non-dimensional form of a more general adjusted Rankine (AR) function
for both experiments are reported in Table 4 , parameters α and γ having been determined via least squares fits. The expected value of the included "adjustment factor" γ is unity, but is treated here as a free parameter to improve the reconstructions. Without it, the fits' errors can be systematic functions of R, even at the initial time owing to resolution and interpolation issues. Note that while the decay parameters retrieved from the initializations closely matched the requested values, the initial adjustment factors clearly increased as the initial artificial vortex became relatively less well-resolved (i.e., higher α 0 and/or smaller R m0 ). That said, the initial values are not unacceptably different from expected. The AR function (4) provided extremely skillful fits to the near-core wind profile for the final period, especially for the high-resolution bogussed cases (Figs. 7a -c) . The adjustment factor γ for the 3 km bogussed TCs drifted towards the expected value throughout the simulation (Fig. 8b) , although by the final time the pure MR profile was still a little too flat (e.g., Fig. 7c ). The artificial cyclones' initial convex shape, however, was not preserved. Despite different initial decay parameters ranging between 0.5 -0.9, the 3 km TCs evolved near-core profiles of nearly identical, moderate sharpness (Fig. 8a) , with the final fits of 0.66 ± 0.02 (Table 4) falling well within the Mallen et al. (2005) range. Note that the final period wind profiles (Fig. 9b) resemble each other more than they do with the initially supplied structures (Fig. 9a) , especially when nondimensionalized (Fig. 9c) . This is another instance of the progressive homogenization seen in these experiments.
In the coarser resolution ensemble (Table 4) , final period adjustment factors generally remained around γ ~ 1.2, which seems reasonably close to unity. All final period α values not only exceeded α 0 but also ended up above the upper bound of the Mallen et al. (2005) observations (0.67). Thus, material sharpening of the originally supplied MR profiles has occurred, leading to homogenization (compare Fig. 10 with Fig. 1 ). Note further that the final decay parameter depended far more on R m0 than on α 0 , and that the better resolved the TC, the sharper its final near-core profile (compare Tables 1 and 4 ). Beyond relevant resolution issues, the role of the convective parameterization in this result should be investigated, as this is a major difference between the two experiments.
It is important to note that the bubble runs also developed Rankine vortex structures in the near-core region, in both the 3 km (Figs. 7d, 9c ) and 36 km (not explicitly demonstrated) versions. Moreover, the bubble runs acquired decay and adjustment parameters quite comparable to those eventually established in their bogussed counterparts, i.e., their dimensionless profiles become rather sharp and more moderate for the coarse and fine resolution cases, respectively. In particular, the 3 km bubble TC not only evolved the purest form of (4) -i.e., with γ ~ 1 -but also established a decay parameter that came closest to the expected value of 0.5 (e.g., Riehl 1963; Emanuel 1986 ). This is an interesting, although possibly coincidental finding.
More importantly, as no specific wind structure was imposed on these simulations by the nature of the initialization, the bubble results imply that powerful forces, possibly involving vortex dynamics, environment, model physics, resolution, or combinations thereof, worked to determine 
the near-core wind strength and structure of the simulated TCs during maturity. If the Rankine profile, however modified or adjusted, is not the most optimal or dynamically justifiable structure for the near-core regions of real TCs (e.g., Goerss and Jeffries 1994; Leslie and Holland 1995) , this suggests the presence of important model deficiencies, very likely involving the physical parameterizations, that need to be identified and rectified.
outer Wind Structure
The initially provided MR profile extended through the near-core zone to the outer region most relevant to beta drift. To emphasize this region, outer wind reconstructions were also made for the interval R/R m ≥ 2 (i.e., R ≥ 200 km) for the 36 km simulations (Fig. 11 ) and the 7.5 ≤ R/R m ≤ 15 (about 300 -600 km) annulus for the more compact, higher resolution TCs (Figs. 7e -h ). For the coarser experiment, these reconstructions started at the same nondimensional radius as the fits discussed above but were not truncated at R/R m = 4, which affects the overall shape and quality of the fits. Again, the initial fits were more accurate for the better resolved artificial vortices (see, especially, Fig. 11b ) and did not vary much from the near-core reconstructions (Tables 1, 3 ).
The final period fits of (4) in each case were generally good, remaining so out to a surprisingly large multiple of R m in some cases, especially in the 36 km experiment (Figs. 11c -d) . However, the final reconstructions represent a considerable deviation from not only the initial state but also the modified Rankine structure (1). Among the 36 km ensemble members, parameter evolution was gradual but persistent through the simulation (Figs. 8c, d ). The convergence of their α values into a very narrow range (0.92 ± 0.04) for the final period is yet another manifestation of homogenization. The high resolution TCs developed even sharper outer region profiles (Table 3) , contrasting with the near-core findings. For the final period outer winds, true MR (γ = 1) fits were quite poor (Fig. 11c provides an example), demonstrating the limitations noted by Holland (1980) , Leslie and Holland (1995) , and others. Model TCs do not, and perhaps cannot, preserve their initially supplied structures for large R.
H80 and AD functions were also fitted to the final period wind profiles, for both the outer and near-core regions, again via least squares (Figs. 7, 11) . The H80 formula tended to diminish the winds too quickly outward from the core (especially in the high resolution experiment, Fig. 7) , the opposite of the MR tendency. In contrast, the adjusted DeMaria fits were uniformly excellent, nearly always pro- (
viding the best reconstruction in both experiments and for both regions as measured by mean square error, but if and only if parameters c and d were permitted to vary independently. This profile was originally developed to model outer winds (see Fig. 1 in DeMaria 1987), although with the two parameters treated as equivalent.
The authors are unaware of any previous study in which the two parameters were varied independently. With equivalence enforced, the DeMaria function generated considerably poorer reconstructions (e.g. , Figs. 7c, g and Figs. 11a,  c) . Note further that in no case was d ever close to the previously presumed value of one (e.g., Leslie and Holland 1995; Holland et al. 2010) for the outer region (Tables 1, 3) or the near-core zone (Table 4) . Interpretation and intercomparison of these parameter values is presently unclear, but it is recognized that the AD and AR coefficients exhibit significant intercorrelations (see, especially, Table 1 ).
As for the bubble cases, they again evolved to closely resemble their artificially-initiated counterparts, with AR and AD fits falling within the parameter ranges established by the bogussed storms (Tables 1, 3) . Indeed, the 36 km bubble TC was able to develop a sharp outer wind profile well before that experiment's bogussed cases were able to do so (Fig. 8c) , perhaps because it did not have an imposed (1) is also shown on (c). The MR fit for (a) is indistinguishable from the other reconstructions. structure to overcome. It remains to be ascertained just what portion of this tendency towards relative uniformity is determined within, by the model physics.
Bubble vs. Bogus Convective Heating differences
One important characteristic that has eluded the tendency towards homogenization is the stark difference between the bogussed and bubble-initiated TCs with respect to translation speed that developed and persisted through the experiments. Close inspection of Figs. 10e and h suggests the 36 km bubble run shared a final period 850 hPa symmetric component wind profile with the R m0 = 30 km/α 0 = 0.7 simulation beyond 200 km, although the speed and direction of their motions were quite different (Fig. 2a) . Among the 3 km TCs, the bubble run's wind strength at larger radii was neither strongest nor weakest (Fig. 9b) , which fails to hint at its markedly slower translation (Table 2) . Naturally, the symmetric component of the wind is also a function of height, and this also varied widely among the coarse resolution experiment's TCs (Fig. 12 ). Yet again, the bubble run does not appear markedly different from the R m0 = 30 km/α 0 = 0.7 case (compare Figs. 12d and m) , despite moving 34% slower (Table 2) .
These model TCs are in motion owing to structural asymmetries and ventilation flow established across the vortex by the latitudinal gradient in planetary vorticity; i.e., the beta drift. Since the TCs are warm core vortices, the ventilation flow should decrease with height (Bender 1997) , representing a vertical shear that can encourage asymmetric convection (Frank and Ritchie 1999; Corbosiero and Molinari 2002) . Fovell et al. (2010) showed that concentrating convection on one flank of the model storm could materially influence both speed and direction of motion. This was demonstrated via the potential vorticity (PV) analysis strategy of Wang (2000, 2001) .
A PV analysis for the 36 km bubble and R m0 = 30 km/ α 0 = 0.7 simulations over the final period suggests that convective asymmetries can explain the variation in both translation speed and direction (Figs. 13a, b) . Both model TCs have very asymmetric convection, as suggested by their lower tropospheric vertical velocity fields, which represent mass-weighted averages over the lowest 4.3 km. For the bubble and bogus cases, ascent (and convective heating) was concentrated on the southeast and northern flanks, respectively. The PV tendency does not directly reflect diabatic heating itself, but rather its vertical gradient (cf. Wu and Wang 2000) , creating PV when and where heating increases with height.
The PV tendency (PVT) may be decomposed as * PVT HA VA DH R HA DH 1 1
where HA and VA are horizontal and vertical PV advection, DH is the diabatic contribution from convection (both microphysics and CP), R represents remaining terms, and the operator Λ 1 extracts the wavenumber one component [see Wu and Wang 2000, Eq. (5) ]. The magnitude and direction of each term's contribution to the PVT was determined using least squares, again following Wu and Wang (2000) . For this application, the terms DH, VA and R (i.e., DH*) have been combined owing to a significant degree of interaction between the first two. HA and DH* also strongly influence each other, although at least part of HA should reflect the beta drift itself. The vector C represents the final period storm motion, which is closely approximated by HA + DH*. Depending on resolution, the TC itself is either a columnar tube or doughnut-shaped ring of positive PV in the lower troposphere (not shown), so a general storm translation to the northwest implies positive PVT on the northwest side with negative values on the southeast side. In the 36 km bubble case, the lower tropospheric heating on the southeast flank represents a positive contribution to PVT there, in partial opposition to the beta-induced motion (Fig. 13a) . In contrast, both DH* and HA are oriented in the direction of storm motion in the R m0 = 30 km/α 0 = 0.7 storm, so PV generation owing to convection is assisting this TC's northwestern propagation. The two 3 km cases are clearly more compact and possessed more intense and concentrated ascent. In the 3 km bubble run (Fig. 13c) , DH* was even more in opposition with the beta drift, resulting in the slowest motion in either experiment (Table 4 ). In the highlighted bogussed case from this experiment, DH and VA mutually cancelled, leaving motion completely controlled by horizontal advection of PV (Fig. 13d) . This TC had very nearly the fastest translation speed among all the cases.
Previous research, reviewed in Corbosiero and Molinari (2002) , has established that ascent can be expected on the downshear side, resulting in enhanced convection to the downshear-left of the vertical shear vector in the eyewall (e.g., Frank and Ritchie 2001) . As these simulations started in a quiescent environment, the vertical shear that became established represents the model TCs' interactions with their own environments. As in Bender (1997) , the bubbleinitiated runs developed a southeasterly ventilation flow that decreased with height, establishing a northwesterly "beta shear" that encouraged convection on their eastern flanks (Figs. 13a, c) . The asymmetric ascent patterns developed here resemble those seen here in previous work (Fovell et al. 2010) .
However, for reasons presently unknown, the bogussed vortices developed southerly shears (not shown), consistent with the front-flank convection and asymmetric heating that in these cases acted to support storm motion. Thus, the artificially-induced TCs have acquired a vertical shear that is not only directed oppositely to the beta shear, but also has managed to overwhelm it. It is not presently clear why the bogussed and bubble simulations developed in such different ways, and this is a subject for further research.
These are idealized simulations, so there is no single correct answer. However, detailed intercomparison of convective asymmetries in simulations of actual TCs with observations is strongly indicated. The principal result is that, for the purposes of track forecasting, there is a strong sensitivity to the initial condition, with a temporal evolution in storm structure that we suspect is to a large degree internally determined, reflecting model physics as well as artificial aspects of initialization.
ConCluSIonS
Aquaplanet, semi-idealized integrations of tropical cyclone vortices demonstrate that the final forecast position is enormously sensitive to the manner in which the TC is handled at the model start time. Tested here were vortices bred within the model from a buoyant perturbation with no imposed wind structure and a suite of modified Rankine vortices specified with a range of realistic wind decay factors, α, and maximum wind radii. TC structures for both the near-core and outer region winds during maturity were fitted with a variety of convex shapes, including the adjusted Rankine and adjusted DeMaria profiles, which are more flexible versions of long-established functions. The latter, which consisted of two free parameters, proved especially skillful at fitting wind profiles from the near-core region out to many multiples of the radius of maximum wind.
The results clearly show that subtle changes in the size and shape of the outer wind profile can mean the difference between a faster or slower moving storm, an earlier or later landfall, greater or smaller local precipitation accumulations, and/or a properly or inadequately warned public and evacuated section of the coastline. Despite significant initial differences in storm size and structure, however, a rather unsettling progression towards uniformity with respect to some aspects of storm structure was also documented. As a powerful example, the bogussed vortices could not retain their originally supplied shapes in the outer wind field most relevant to modulating beta drift and storm motion. Instead, the vortices tended to evolve greater commonality with respect to outer wind profile sharpness, which means the
model had difficulty propagating forward structural information supplied with the initialization. The origin of this homogenization is currently unclear, but the results suggest that powerful forces are at work, possibly external, internal, natural and/or numerical. Even in a simplified setting such as imposed here, TC shape and size selection may reflect vortex dynamics or environment factors such as humidity, vertical wind shear and sea-surface temperature. Alternatively, the mature structure may more greatly reflect the internal factors of model resolution or physics, including microphysics, convective and radiation parameterizations, boundary layer and surface schemes, and subgrid-scale turbulence formulations. But the important implication is that initial storm structures, supplied through data assimilation or bogussing, may not be able to persist.
The bubble-initiated runs provide important insight regarding the homogenization process precisely because no specific wind structure was imposed on these simulations at the outset. It is notable that, while it took time, the bubble storms evolved near-core and far field wind profiles bearing substantial resemblance to those finally presented by their bogussed counterparts. If the resulting outer wind profiles are not optimal or even reasonable, this indicates the presence of important model deficiencies, very likely involving the physical parameterizations, that need to be identified and rectified owing to their controlling influence on track forecasts.
Naturally, TC track depends on more than just the beta drift. Convective asymmetries have been shown yet again to be very relevant, making an important difference in forward motion. This points to a remarkable contrast between the bogus and bubble TCs that defied the general trend towards uniformity. For unappreciated reasons, the naturally bred and artificially imposed TCs developed very different vertical shears. This has apparently led to distinctly different 
asymmetric heating patterns that significantly modulated translation via potential vorticity generation. The results of this study argue for improvements in initialization -from data assimilation or ensemble forecasting techniques that will help further improve position, and possibly, intensity, forecasts and quantify uncertainty -but also a greater recognition of the possibly controlling influence of model physics. Further research with a greater emphasis on validating symmetric and asymmetric storm structures is clearly needed.
